
CS7B Lab 1 – Word Ladders or “Doublets” 

The object of a game perhaps first articulated by Lewis Carroll in his “Lewis Carroll Picture Book” of 1899 

is to transform one word into another by changing one letter at a time, each word in the sequence being 

a word in the official lexicon (in our case, the file, FourLetterWords.txt.) 

Choose both the starting word and the target word at random from the file and then enforce the rules 

on the player.  That is, only allow words in the official lexicon that differ from the current word by one 

letter. 

The output should include a linked list of the strings in the word ladder. 

Here’s a shell to get you started: 

// Doublets 0.02  

// Hagopian 

 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <ctime> 

#include <cstdlib> 

 

using namespace std; 

 

class Wordladder { 

    // the Wordladder class should have a constructor that takes the first   

    // and last words in a linked linked list of strings and method for  

    // inserting legitimate words in it. 

} 

void getRandomWord(char*);  

void gameLoop(char*, char*, bool&); //Where most of the action occurs 

bool isWord(char*); // Check that the word is in the list. 

 

int main() 

{ 

    char* startWord, endWord, currentWord; 

    srand(unsigned(time(0))); 

  

    ifstream readFile("FourLetterWords.txt"); 

    getRandomWord(startWord);     

    cout << "\nYour start word is " << startWord << endl; 

    strncpy(currentWord,startWord); 

    getRandomWord(endWord); 

    cout << "\nand your end word is " << endWord << endl; 

    bool gameover = false; 

    while(!gameover) 

 gameLoop(currentWord, endWord, gameover);  

    cout << "\nHooray!  You won!"; 

} 

 

 

void getRandomWord(char* word) 

{ 

// define this function 



} 

  

int wordDifference(char* w1, char* w2) 

{ 

// Returns the number of letter positions where w1 differs from w2 

} 

 

void gameLoop(char* currentWord, char* endWord, bool& gameOver) 

{ 

 char* temp; 

 cout << "\nYour current word, " << currentWord << " is "  

      << wordDifference(currentWord, endWord)  

           << " from " << endWord << endl; 

 do 

 { 

  cout << "\nEnter a new word that differs from "  

                 << currentWord << " by one letter: "; 

  // and so on 

} 

 

bool isWord(char* word) 

{  

//Check that the word is in the list 

} 

 
 

 

Here’s some typical play.  Note that the game could be improved by (1) counting the number of moves 

and (2) adding an AI opponent. 

 

Your start word is AWEE 

 

and your end word is KEEN 

 

Your current word, AWEE is 3 from KEEN 

 

Enter a new word that differs from AWEE by one letter: awed 

 

AWED differs from KEEN in 3 letters. 

Enter a new word that differs from AWED by one letter: ahed 

 

AHED differs from KEEN in 3 letters. 

Enter a new word that differs from AHED by one letter: ahad 

 

AHAD is not an English word, try again. 

Enter a new word that differs from AHED by one letter: shed 

 

SHED differs from KEEN in 3 letters. 

Enter a new word that differs from SHED by one letter: seed 

 

SEED differs from KEEN in 2 letters. 



Enter a new word that differs from SEED by one letter: seen 

 

SEEN differs from KEEN in 1 letters. 

Enter a new word that differs from SEEN by one letter: keen 

 

KEEN differs from KEEN in 0 letters. 

Hooray!  You won! Press any key to continue . . . 

 

 



 


